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Abstract17

Increasing surface melt has been implicated in the collapse of several Antarctic ice shelves18

over the last few decades, including the collapse of Larsen B Ice Shelf over a period of19

just a few weeks in 2002. The speed at which an ice shelf disintegrates strongly deter-20

mines the subsequent loss of grounded ice and sea level rise, but the controls on collapse21

speed are not well understood. Here we show, using a novel cellular automaton model,22

that there is an intrinsic speed limit on ice shelf collapse through cascades of interact-23

ing melt pond hydrofracture events. Though collapse speed increases with the area of24

hydrofracture influence, the typical flexural length scales of Antarctic ice shelves ensure25

that hydrofracture interactions remain localized. We argue that the speed at which Larsen26

B Ice Shelf collapsed was caused by a season of anomalously high surface meltwater pro-27

duction.28

1 Introduction29

Ice shelves are the floating portions of ice sheets that modulate ice flow towards30

the ocean. Observations and theory indicate that when an ice shelf disintegrates, the glaciers31

which previously fed the ice shelf accelerate due to the loss of buttressing back stresses32

[Scambos et al., 2004; Gudmundsson, 2013]. Ice shelf buttressing stresses which decrease33

gradually in time, allow for the viscous adjustment of grounded ice, and the maintenance34

of ice shelf area through increased ice flow into the ice shelf [De Rydt et al., 2015; Minchew35

et al., 2018]. Conversely, if the ice rheology is sufficiently brittle, rapid removal of an ice36

shelf may lead to rapid and repeated iceberg fracture and detachment, and significant37

mass loss where the ice sheet is grounded deep below sea level [Bassis and Walker , 2011;38

Pollard et al., 2015]. Recent work by Clerc et al. [2019] has shown that ice shelf buttress-39

ing must be removed on time scales less than one day to produce rapid brittle fractur-40

ing of a nascent subaerial ice cliff at heights attainable in terrestrial ice sheets. The man-41

ner and speed at which ice shelves thin and retreat is thus of great consequence for the42

future of marine ice sheets and sea level rise.43

Over the last several decades, surface melting has intensified on ice shelves at pro-44

gressively more southerly locations on the Antarctic Peninsula [Cook and Vaughan, 2010].45

Some ice shelves (e.g., Prince Gustav, Wordie) have thinned and retreated gradually over46

several decades, while large areas of other ice shelves have disintegrated within a few years.47

Perhaps the most notable example of such a rapid collapse is Larsen B Ice Shelf (LBIS),48

which lost most of its area over a period of just a few weeks in 2002 [Sergienko and Macayeal ,49

2005].50

When surface meltwater fills fractures, the added hydrostatic pressure can cause51

fracture propagation through a process known as hydrofracture [Nye, 1957]. The pres-52

ence of thousands of melt ponds on LBIS preceding its collapse has led to many theo-53

ries in which abundant surface melting drives widespread hydrofracture of an ice shelf.54

These theories include meltwater enhancement of calving through bending near the calv-55

ing front [Scambos et al., 2009], simultaneous capsize of icebergs generated by through-56

cutting rifts [MacAyeal et al., 2003], and a chain-reaction of hydrofracture events in closely-57

spaced melt ponds [Banwell et al., 2013]. In other theories, ice shelves are gradually pre-58

weakened by an array of processes (e.g., ocean surface waves, rheological weakening, per-59

colation of water, surface load shifts due to water movement, and basal melting) and then60

later triggered to collapse within a single melt season [Rack and Rott , 2004; Vieli et al.,61

2007; Braun and Humbert , 2009; Borstad et al., 2012; Banwell and Macayeal , 2015; Mas-62

som et al., 2018; Banwell et al., 2019]. Despite the abundance of theories to explain ice63

shelf collapse, it remains difficult to build a model of ice shelf collapse because of the large64

range in spatial and temporal scales that need to be resolved, and the poor understand-65

ing of (or lack of equations to describe) many interacting ice shelf processes.66
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In this study, we propose (in section 2) a new model of ice shelf collapse that ab-67

stracts many poorly-understood processes into a few rules with a minimum of associated68

parameters, capturing the factors which contribute to the speed and extent of ice shelf69

collapse through hydrofracture. We also describe the general evolution of the ice shelf70

as more surface melting occurs, leading to the accumulation of hydrofracture cascades71

and eventual collapse. In section 3, we discuss what sets the size of hydrofracture cas-72

cades and how this sets a speed limit on the rate of ice shelf collapse through hydrofrac-73

ture. In section 4, we explore how limitation of melt pond depth can prevent ice shelf74

collapse. Finally, in sections 5 and 6 we discuss the implications of this model for inter-75

preting observations of ice shelf collapse, its relationship to continuous phase transitions76

in statistical physics, and the prospect for predicting future ice shelf collapse events.77

2 A model of melt pond filling and hydrofracture78

To model ice shelf collapse we use a cellular automaton, an iterative model cap-79

turing the behavior of a discrete network of interacting elements. In this cellular automa-80

ton, an ice shelf is covered by melt ponds which fill and drain over the course of many81

model iterations according to simple rules. The ponds (each with index i) are located82

at prescribed locations with, on average, one pond per P units of dimensionless ice shelf83

area. The spatially discretized nature of this model simply reflects the fact that on a rough84

ice shelf surface, water will tend to collect in depressions producing a spatially-discretized85

water distribution. There are two evolving dimensionless variables defined at each pond:86

the water depth, z, and the ice strength in the vicinity of the pond, k. All melt ponds87

are initialized in a completely dry (z = 0), pristine ice (k = k0) state (except in sec-88

tion 4). Then, at each iteration, one unit of meltwater depth is added to a random melt89

pond (where w̄ denotes the average water depth added per pond). When a melt pond90

becomes deep enough to produce hydrostatic pressure exceeding the local material strength91

of ice (which we simplify to the threshold condition z ≥ k), hydrofracture occurs, drain-92

ing the entire pond to the ocean and causing damage to nearby ice strength. If the thresh-93

old condition is then met on any other nearby pond, the hydrofracture process is repeated94

until the threshold condition is no longer met at any pond, ending the iteration at a steady-95

state where no additional hydrofracture occurs without the addition of more water.96

The model dynamics described above are simple and can be expressed through a97

minimal set of rules for each iteration98

(a) z(ir)→ z(ir) + 1
(b) If z(i) ≥ k(i) and z(i) > 0, then

z(i)→ 0
k(j)→ max[k(j)−D(i, j), 0]

(c) Repeat (b) until z(i) < k(i) at all i

(1)99

where ir is a randomly selected melt pond, j is the set of neighboring ponds located within100

a circular “area of influence” (A) of pond i, and D(i, j) is a function that defines how101

much damage is caused by a hydrofracture event at melt pond i to the ice underlying102

melt ponds at locations j. The average number of ponds damaged by each hydrofrac-103

ture events is determined by the ratio of area of influence to area per pond, A/P . These104

simple rules reproduce the main features of the hydrofracture process and are concep-105

tually illustrated in Figure 1.106

With the addition of enough meltwater, this model of melt pond interactions will116

always produce eventual ice shelf collapse (which we define as k → 0 on enough of the117

ice shelf to render it incapable of transmitting significant stress, see below). Figure 2 shows118

a representative simulation of ice shelf collapse on a 50×50 square grid of melt ponds119

spaced 1 unit of distance apart (i.e. with area per pond P = 1) and k0 = 4, D = 1120

and A = 1 (i.e. the neighbors of each pond include the four closest ponds). Figure 2a121

shows the evolution of mean pond depth and mean ice strength and Figures 2b-d show122
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Figure 1. A conceptual schematic illustrating a series of hydrofracture events triggered by the

addition of a single unit of meltwater. The height of each cylinder represents the ice strength, k,

and the number of filled levels of the cylinder (represented by darker blue) represents the melt

pond depth, z. In the left panel, melt water is added to the red-highlighted pond in the center,

bringing it to the threshold for hydrofracture. In the middle panel, the center pond has drained,

causing damage to itself and two ponds within its area of influence (red dashed line in left panel).

This then brings another lake (highlighted in red in the middle panel) to the threshold for hy-

drofracture. In the right panel, this pond has drained, leading to further damage to two more

nearby ponds. This hypothetical hydrofracture cascade would have a size of S = 2.
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snapshots of the system state (this collapse simulation is also animated in supplemen-123

tary video S1).124

During the the filling stage, melt ponds gradually fill up with meltwater, but mostly137

remain undamaged and below the local threshold necessary for hydrofracture (Figure138

2b). During this stage, melt pond depths follow a Poisson distribution as the random139

addition of meltwater in our model is a classical Poisson process. When the mean rate140

of water drainage through hydrofracture exceeds addition of water through surface melt,141

the mean water pond depth stops increasing (maximum in Figure 2a), and the hydrofrac-142

ture stage begins.143

During the the hydrofracture stage, the speed at which the ice shelf is being dam-144

aged by hydrofracture events rapidly accelerates. Regions of the ice shelf with many melt145

ponds near the threshold for hydrofracture (Figure 2c) can undergo “hydrofracture cas-146

cades”, similar to the chain reactions described in Banwell et al. [2013]. In each cascade,147

the hydrofracture of a single melt pond leads to the damaging of ice underlying “neigh-148

bor” ponds, which may then lead to many more hydrofracture events in nearby ponds149

(as schematized in Figure 1). Once a large fraction of the ice shelf is completely dam-150

aged, it is unable to support further hydrofracture cascades, and there is a significant151

slow down in the loss of ice shelf strength. The ice shelf is heavily damaged in this stage,152

and is considered collapsed (Figure 2d), since it can no longer transmit significant stresses153

across the ice shelf, reducing buttressing stresses on upstream grounded ice.154

3 Speed limit on ice shelf collapse155

Hydrofracture cascades are chain reactions of drainage that can rapidly spread across156

many melt ponds through the influence of one hydrofracture event on nearby ice strength.157

The size of a hydrofracture cascade is characterized by S, the number of melt ponds that158

are triggered to drain via hydrofracture within that single cascade (which occurs in a sin-159

gle iteration). Figure 3a plots the frequency distribution of S averaged over many model160

simulations with melt ponds located randomly over a square domain, and a range of val-161

ues of the damage rate parameter (D) and area of influence (A). In all cases, S displays162

power law scaling with exponent τ = − 3
2 and an exponential cutoff at large S. In melt163
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Figure 2. A characteristic simulation of the ice shelf cellular automaton. (a) Evolution of

mean water pond depth (blue line; left y-axis) and mean ice strength (red dashed line; right y-

axis) as a function of mean water supply (x-axis). All quantities are averaged over all melt pond

sites in model domain. Dashed black lines indicate timing of snapshots plotted in panels (b-d).

(b-d) Snapshots of model state at three different stages of model evolution: filling stage (panel

b), hydrofracture stage (panel c), collapsed stage (panel d). Each snapshot consists of the rectan-

gular grid of melt pond sites, where for each site, the pond depth is indicated by the color of the

interior circle and the ice strength is indicated by the color of the surrounding box. Pond depth

goes from white (dry) to full (dark blue). Ice strength goes from completely damaged (black) to

completely undamaged (white). This simulation is for 2500 melt ponds arranged uniformly on a

square domain with P = 1, k0 = 4, D = 1 and A = 1, non-periodic boundary conditions, and 104

total iterations.
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pond networks with more than 100 ponds (simulations not plotted), the size distribu-164

tion of hydrofracture cascades is independent of the number of ponds in the melt pond165

network.166

As D and A are increased, individual hydrofracture events cause more damage over167

a larger area, leading to fewer, but larger, hydrofracture cascades (Figure 3a-b). How-168

ever, since ice strength cannot have values less than zero, there is a limit to the increase169

in S with D, leading all simulations with D ≥ k0 (where k0 = 4 in these simulations)170

to have the same S distribution (red and yellow lines in Figure 3a). For the same rea-171

son, S is also not strongly sensitive to changes in k0 (i.e. increasing D has the same ef-172

fect as decreasing k0). Furthermore, the speed of pond filling (i.e. by changing the pond173

filling increment in equation 1a) only causes changes in the length of the filling stage,174

but not the hydrofracture stage. In Figure 3d, we measure the speed of ice shelf collapse,175
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v, by fitting the average rate at which mean ice strength decreases as water is supplied176

during the hydrofracture stage to: k̄ ∝ tanh(vw̄). We find that ice shelf collapse speed177

follows the same pattern as S, increasing with greater D and A.178

Figure 3. Properties of simulated ice shelf collapse as a function of parameters D and A. (a)

Number of hydrofracture cascades (y-axis) draining S melt ponds (x-axis) averaged over 100 sim-

ulations. Black dashed line is a power law distribution, f(S) ∝ Sτ , with exponent τ = −3/2. (b)

Maximum hydrofracture cascade size in a simulation, averaged over 100 simulations. (c) Mean ice

strength (k̄) evolution as a function of mean water supply (w̄) for the same simulations in panel

a. (d) Collapse speed, v, is defined as the average rate at which mean ice strength decreases dur-

ing the hydrofracture stage, which is measured by fitting the mean ice strength evolution curves

plotted in panel c to k̄ ∝ tanh(vw̄). As indicated in text, cascades of O(103) ponds may produce

instantaneous collapse while smaller cascades produce more gradual collapse. In all simulations,

2500 melt ponds are arranged randomly (i.e. each pond location is selected from a uniform dis-

tribution within the domain bounds) on a square domain with area 2500 (average area per pond

P = 1), with k0 = 4.
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A critical result from this model is that the largest hydrofracture cascade size, S,191

that is likely to occur over a wide range of circumstances comparable to observations of192

melt ponds networks, encompasses somewhere between tens to hundreds of ponds (Fig-193

ure 3b). The fraction of the ice shelf that can collapse on the rapid fracture time scale194

(i.e. seconds to days) is set by the size of the largest hydrofracture cascades. Therefore,195

if the largest hydrofracture cascade likely to occur (for a certain parameter combination)196

encompasses less than all the ponds on an ice shelf, then many iterations of adding melt-197

water and triggering hydrofracture cascades are necessary to achieve ice shelf collapse.198
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In such a circumstance, there is a lower bound (a “speed limit”) on the rate of ice shelf199

collapse through hydrofracture processes, which is necessarily dependent on the rate of200

surface melting. Such a speed limit implies that ice shelves cannot collapse arbitrarily201

quickly through only the positive feedback between nearby hydrofracture events.202

Figure 3b shows that rapid collapse (in one iteration) of an ice shelf with 1000 or203

more ponds by a single hydrofracture cascade will only occur when the ratio of area of204

pond influence to the average area per pond, A/P , is approximately 40 or higher (where205

P = 1 km2 in our simulations). At the other end of the spectrum, when the area of pond206

influence is just a few times greater than the average area per pond, our model predicts207

a gradual reduction in ice shelf size through thousands of small hydrofracture cascades.208

Such a gradual collapse is similar to studies which find a slow increase in the rate of ice209

shelf rifting and calving due to surface ice shelf melt over a period of years [MacAyeal210

et al., 2003; Scambos et al., 2009], though the process described here is a more general211

positive feedback between meltwater and fracturing. Thus, our model captures the fast212

and slow end-members of hydrofracture-induced ice shelf collapse, and shows how they213

are connected primarily through the area of influence.214

Though the area of influence depends on the details of ice shelf stress state, rhe-215

ology, and fracture propagation, we can make a conservatively high estimate of this area216

under idealized circumstances. When a load is instantaneously removed from an elas-217

tic plate, there is a characteristic stress response [Lambeck and Nakiboglu, 1980; MacAyeal218

and Sergienko, 2013; Banwell et al., 2013], which produces surface tensile stresses within219

a distance of the load centroid equal to the flexural length scale220

L =

(
Eh3

12(1− ν2)ρwg

) 1
4

, (2)221

where E is Young’s Modulus, h is ice thickness, ν is Poisson’s ratio, ρw is seawater den-222

sity and g is acceleration due to gravity. The Nye zero-stress criterion [Nye, 1957] then223

dictates that surface fractures propagate in regions of finite tensile stress. Therefore, we224

estimate that within a circular area with radius L, propagation of incipient surface frac-225

tures will cause damage to ice strength. For Antarctic ice shelves, h = 10 − 500 me-226

ters, E = 0.5 − 10 GPa, ν = 0.3, and ρw = 1028 kg/m3 [Gold , 1977; Banwell et al.,227

2019], giving a range of approximately 0.01-10 km2 for the area of influence. The up-228

per end of this range is a conservatively high estimate for area of influence, given that229

in reality, two factors would lower the area of influence to a range below 2 km2: (a) fi-230

nite ice strength [as known from modern experimental estimates of ice strength; Schul-231

son and Duval , 2009], and (b) estimates of E from observations of ice shelf tidal flex-232

ure and the response to pond unloading [Vaughan, 1995; Banwell et al., 2019]. Given233

the typical area per melt pond on melt-laden ice shelves to be in the range of 0.5-5 km2
234

[Banwell et al., 2014; Langley et al., 2016], we can estimate that typically A/P < 4, mak-235

ing it unlikely that hydrofracture cascades will encompass more than 100 ponds, and lead-236

ing to gradual ice shelf collapse. We may also envision a small hydrofracture cascade caus-237

ing collapse of an ice shelf with a small network of less than 100 melt ponds, but such238

a network is likely not capable of densely covering an ice shelf of any appreciable size.239

We thus conclude that the speed of ice shelf collapse through hydrofracture has an in-240

trinsic limit set by the flexural length scale.241

4 Melt pond capacity and the propensity for ice shelf collapse242

Thus far we have assumed that all ponds in our model are capable of becoming suf-243

ficiently deep to initiate drainage through hydrofracture. However, recent observations244

have found there to be considerable water flow over and off the surface of some ice shelves245

which may potentially limit the depth of melt ponds [Bell et al., 2017; Kingslake et al.,246

2017; Macdonald et al., 2018]. Such water flow may occur on steep and/or smooth ice247

shelves [Banwell , 2017] or due to the erosion of efficient drainage features into the ice248
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shelf surface by meltwater [Mantelli et al., 2015; Karlstrom and Yang , 2016]. We test249

how such processes affect the propensity for ice shelf collapse by setting a maximum depth250

for each pond, C(i), which we term “capacity”. C is a time-invariant parameter drawn251

from a normal distribution, with mean µC and standard deviation σC = 0.1. Added252

meltwater (in increments, ∆z, drawn from a normal distribution with mean 1 and stan-253

dard deviation of 0.1) that exceeds the capacity of a given pond is simply drained/removed254

from the model, without having any affect on the ice. This now changes rule 1a of the255

cellular automaton model to256

(a∗) If z(ir) + ∆z > C(ir)
z(ir)→ z(ir)

(3)257

In reality, such water is drained to the ocean or ends up in another pond on the ice shelf,258

however the details of such over-ice water flow are not considered in this study.259
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Figure 4. Mean ice strength evolution as a function of water supply, for simulations in which

the mean ponding capacity (µC) varies from 3.6 (dark blue) to 4.1 (yellow) and the standard

deviation of ponding capacity (σC) is 0.1. In these simulations, D = 1, initial ice strength is

selected from a normal distribution with mean k0 = 4 and standard deviation of 0.1, and the

increment of iterative meltwater addition (equation 1a) is also chosen from a normal distribution

with mean 1 and standard deviation 0.1 (to go along with the continuous distribution of melt

pond capacities). Otherwise model geometry and parameters are the same as in Figure 2, with

104 iterations over each simulation.
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Figure 4 plots the evolving mean ice strength for a range of simulations with dif-268

ferent mean pond capacity, µC . We find that in simulations where there are no ponds269

with sufficient capacity to induce hydrofracture (µC ≤ 3.6), the ice shelf will never col-270

lapse. However, when µC becomes sufficiently large that even one pond (out of 2500)271

can become deep enough to initiate hydrofracture, then the drainage of that one pond272

will lead to the lowering of nearby pond threshold to below their depth (which is at ca-273

pacity, z = C), producing further hydrofracture and ice shelf collapse. When almost274

all ponds have a capacity that is lower than their initial ice strength, they will fill to ca-275

pacity which is not sufficient for hydrofracture. Then, when the first hydrofracture event276

is eventually initiated at one of the few ponds that can deepen enough to hydrofracture,277

there will be enough nearby ponds at capacity to produce larger hydrofracture cascades.278

In this regime (3.6 < µC < 3.9 in Figure 4), ice shelf collapse is delayed (onset at greater279

mean melt water supply), but is faster than would otherwise occur. When most ponds280
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have higher capacity than initial ice strength (µC ≤ 4), ice shelf collapse occurs as if281

capacity were not a factor (as in simulations discussed in sections 2 and 3).282

5 Discussion283

The fast processes included in this study are largely similar to (and inspired by)284

Banwell et al. [2013], which explores the fast hydrofracture response to a prescribed dis-285

tribution of meltwater on LBIS. In contrast to Banwell et al. [2013], our model does not286

prescribe a meltwater distribution based on remotely-sensed observations, but iteratively287

adds water randomly to melt ponds starting from an initially dry ice shelf. Though there288

are sufficiently few observations of melt pond depth and volume to be able to make strong289

comparisons to our model, future pond depth data sets (i.e. from ICESat-2) should pro-290

vide an excellent test of the prediction implicit in our model that pond depths follow a291

Poisson distribution. One could also envision a version of this model with spatially-constant292

or smooth meltwater supply and spatially-heterogeneous ice strength from pre-existing293

fractures, which could be forced by a relatively coarse model of surface melt, though it294

would still require very high resolution data on ice strength. That possibility notwith-295

standing, the discretization of surface melt in our model does reflect the observation that296

there is strong spatial heterogeneity in ice shelf melt rate [Macdonald et al., 2019] and297

that there is a strong separation of time scales between fast hydrofracture events (i.e.298

seconds to hours) and the slow filling of melt ponds (i.e. weeks to years). Thus, w̄, the299

amount of meltwater supplied to the model, could be conceptually interchanged with time300

under the assumption of constant melt rate.301

5.1 Rapid Collapse of Larsen B Ice Shelf302

A speed limit on the rate of hydrofracture-induced ice shelf collapse raises the ques-303

tion of how LBIS was able to collapse over just a few weeks. Given an area per melt pond304

in the region of densest ponding of LBIS of approximately 1.8 km2/pond [Banwell et al.,305

2014], our model suggests that shelf-spanning hydrofracture cascades would require each306

pond (on average) to cause fracturing in a surrounding area greater than 72 km2 (in or-307

der to have A/P > 40). Such a large area of influence corresponds to a flexural length308

scale of greater than 4 km, compared to less than 1.2 km estimated for LBIS by Ban-309

well et al. [2013] under conservative assumptions. Thus, we conclude it is unlikely that310

a single or even a few shelf-spanning hydrofracture cascades are responsible for the rapid311

collapse of LBIS.312

The best explanation for the rapid collapse of LBIS is a sudden, widespread sur-313

face melt event. To calculate the speed of ice shelf collapse with respect to time, we can314

consider the shelf-averaged surface melt rate (dw̄
dt ). van den Broeke [2005] found that the315

surface melt rate on LBIS during the austral summer of 2001/2002 was three times larger316

than the climatological average due to the persistent advection of warm air over the shelf.317

Thus, it is plausible and likely, given the evidence, that (a) the 2001/2002 melt season318

was the first in the modern era in which LBIS experienced sufficient melting (in terms319

of w̄) to produce many hydrofracture events [Scambos et al., 2003], and (b) in the 2001/2002320

melt season, the very high melt rate caused the ice shelf to proceed through the hydrofrac-321

ture stage (i.e. trigger many successive or simultaneous small hydrofracture cascades,322

instead of one large one) in a matter of weeks. Indeed, this includes the possibility that323

many hydrofracture cascades occur simultaneously. Given the small, compact nature of324

hydrofracture cascades in our model, such a scenario is not meaningfully different than325

a very high iterative melt rate (i.e. water supply increases very rapidly). We conclude326

from the case of LBIS that rapid ice shelf collapse is probably most likely to occur in re-327

sponse to a high rate of surface melt forcing, rather than the internal dynamics of the328

hydrofracturing melt pond network, which we have shown is speed-limited.329
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5.2 Ice Shelf Collapse as a Continuous Phase Transition330

Our model is similar to the canonical sandpile model first described by Bak et al.331

[1987], and falls within the general category of chip-firing games on undirected graphs332

[Björner et al., 1991]. The primary difference between the model in this study and canon-333

ical sandpile models is that a hydrofracture event causes a change to nearby threshold334

values, rather than the variable that triggers the hydrofracture itself. However, by con-335

sidering the evolution of combined variable z − k, one can see that our model resem-336

bles a dissipative sandpile model where hydrofracture permanently damages ice in a way337

that cannot be reversed absent a process which “heals” fractures (or “re-charging” in the338

parlance of criticality). There is an extensive literature which has shown that dissipa-339

tive sandpile models have a characteristic cascade (or “avalanche”) size that is indepen-340

dent of system size, and which depends in various ways on the model parameters (such341

as D and A in our model). Even the power law scaling of small hydrofracture cascades342

(τ = − 3
2 in Figure 3a) is similar to various other similarly dissipative models [Pruess-343

ner , 2012], and is indicative of a rapid drop off in cascade size that precludes system-344

spanning cascades, except on very small or highly-connected graphs. Furthermore, the345

type of cascade behavior observed in our model is not specific to discretized models, but346

has also been shown to apply equivalently to versions of the sandpile model with continuous-347

valued (rather than discrete-valued) quantities [Zhang , 1989; Azimi-Tafreshi et al., 2011].348

The hydrofracture stage in our model can be analogized to a continuous phase tran-349

sition in statistical mechanics [Yeomans, 1992], where the increase in a driving quantity350

(temperature in thermodynamic systems, meltwater in the ice shelf system) causes a smooth351

variation in a system state variable (free energy in thermodynamic systems, ice strength352

in the ice shelf system) towards an absorbing state (a different phase of matter in ther-353

modynamic systems, the collapsed ice shelf in the ice shelf system). Indeed, this connec-354

tion is perhaps more than simply analogous, as Fey et al. [2010] have proven that dis-355

sipative sandpile systems exhibit a continuous phase transition, rather than self-organized356

criticality for which conservative sandpiles are well-known. In the ice shelf melt pond net-357

work, a restoring process, such as fracture healing would be needed to maintain such a358

self-organized critical system state under increasing surface melt.359

6 Conclusions360

We have found, that except in special circumstances (large hydrofracture area of361

influence, small melt pond network), rapid ice shelf collapse can only be caused by a cor-362

respondingly rapid increase in meltwater production. The fact that almost all examples363

of ice shelf collapse have occurred over many years (e.g., Prince Gustav, Wordie, George364

VI ice shelves [Cook and Vaughan, 2010]) likely indicates that the rapid collapse of LBIS365

represents a special case. However, to determine whether similarly rapid ice shelf col-366

lapse over days or weeks is likely to occur at other ice shelves in the future requires a367

better understanding of the factors which can produce dramatic variability in ice shelf368

surface melt. To continue to progress towards skillful projections of ice sheet evolution369

and contribution to sea level rise, future studies should further explore the role of hy-370

drofracture cascades in causing partial or complete ice shelf collapse in more process-rich371

models of ice shelf hydrology and fracture mechanics. Such models must be forced by372

climate models of sufficiently high resolution to be capable of capturing the conditions373

which produce intense surface melt events on ice shelves.374
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